RUSSIAN QUESTION TAKEN UP AT PARIS

Supreme Council Prepares to Study Slave Problem.

BELGIAN CLAIMS CONSIDERED

Committee is Named to Look Into Indemnity Matter.

FRENCH VIEWS SET FORTH


BASEL. Feb. 15.—The assembly has been extended indefinitely, according to an announcement made in a Teness dispatch in the Huret.

PARIS. Feb. 15.—The French government, according to a dispatch received this morning from the French legation, is preparing to present a memorial to the Allied governments, asserting the continuance of the war through the whole length of the line, and declaring that it must be continued for whose crime against the whole world.

AMERICAN ATTENDANCE.

The United States is represented by four members of the commission, the Secretary of State, Mr. Hull, Mr. Brownlow, Mr. Root, and Mr. Hunter. The French government has been represented by four members, the leaders of the French government.

BREST, Sept. 27.—The American government is represented by three members of the commission, the Secretary of State, Mr. Hull, Mr. Brownlow, and Mr. Root. The French government has been represented by four members, the leaders of the French government.
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